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New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956
"for all those men and women who are interested
in scientific discovery, and in its industrial,
commercial and social consequences". The
brand's mission is no different today - for its
consumers, New Scientist reports, explores and
interprets the results of human endeavour set in
the context of society and culture.
This comprehensive and authoritative guide will
teach you the DAX language for business
intelligence, data modeling, and analytics.
Leading Microsoft BI consultants Marco Russo
and Alberto Ferrari help you master everything
from table functions through advanced code and
model optimization. You’ll learn exactly what
happens under the hood when you run a DAX
expression, how DAX behaves differently from
other languages, and how to use this knowledge
to write fast, robust code. If you want to leverage
all of DAX’s remarkable power and flexibility, this
no-compromise “deep dive” is exactly what you
need. Perform powerful data analysis with DAX
for Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services,
Excel, and Power BI Master core DAX concepts,
including calculated columns, measures, and
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error handling Understand evaluation contexts
and the CALCULATE and CALCULATETABLE
functions Perform time-based calculations: YTD,
MTD, previous year, working days, and more
Work with expanded tables, complex functions,
and elaborate DAX expressions Perform
calculations over hierarchies, including
parent/child hierarchies Use DAX to express
diverse and unusual relationships Measure DAX
query performance with SQL Server Profiler and
DAX Studio
Useful business analysis requires you to
effectively transform data into actionable
information. This book helps you use SQL and
Excel to extract business information from
relational databases and use that data to define
business dimensions, store transactions about
customers, produce results, and more. Each
chapter explains when and why to perform a
particular type of business analysis in order to
obtain useful results, how to design and perform
the analysis using SQL and Excel, and what the
results should look like.
ADKAR
A Farmer's Guide to Weed-management Tools
Journal
No More Cold Calling(TM)
A Model for Change in Business, Government,
and Our Community
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Powerful Strategies to Find the Best Leads and
Drive Breakthrough Sales Results
Linux® is being adopted by an increasing number of
embedded systems developers, who have been won over by
its sophisticated scheduling and networking, its cost-free
license, its open development model, and the support
offered by rich and powerful programming tools. While
there is a great deal of hype surrounding the use of Linux
in embedded systems, there is not a lot of practical
information. Building Embedded Linux Systems is the first
in-depth, hard-core guide to putting together an embedded
system based on the Linux kernel. This indispensable book
features arcane and previously undocumented procedures
for: Building your own GNU development toolchain Using
an efficient embedded development framework Selecting,
configuring, building, and installing a target-specific kernel
Creating a complete target root filesystem Setting up,
manipulating, and using solid-state storage devices
Installing and configuring a bootloader for the target Crosscompiling a slew of utilities and packages Debugging your
embedded system using a plethora of tools and techniques
Details are provided for various target architectures and
hardware configurations, including a thorough review of
Linux's support for embedded hardware. All explanations
rely on the use of open source and free software packages.
By presenting how to build the operating system
components from pristine sources and how to find more
documentation or help, this book greatly simplifies the task
of keeping complete control over one's embedded
operating system, whether it be for technical or sound
financial reasons.Author Karim Yaghmour, a well-known
designer and speaker who is responsible for the Linux
Trace Toolkit, starts by discussing the strengths and
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weaknesses of Linux as an embedded operating system.
Licensing issues are included, followed by a discussion of
the basics of building embedded Linux systems. The
configuration, setup, and use of over forty different open
source and free software packages commonly used in
embedded Linux systems are also covered. uClibc,
BusyBox, U-Boot, OpenSSH, thttpd, tftp, strace, and gdb
are among the packages discussed.
Each issue includes a classified section on the organization
of the Dept.
A must read for anyone learning to drive or paying for
driving lessons, including some of the bloopers driving
instructors can make which can make your learning to
drive more costly in time and money. It goes all the way
from finding a fantastic driving instructor, learning to drive
with a driving school or an independent driving instructor
to taking and passing an advanced driving test. This book
contains essential information for new driving instructors
and those who are looking for driving instructor training.
Written by, Kathy Higgins an award winning business
woman and one of the country's most qualified driving
instructors. Kathy has written this book in a frank down to
earth way, dispelling some of the most believable driving
myths, telling her own story as well as adding a good
portion of humour. A great gift alongside driving lessons.
The Ethics of Research Involving Animals
Business Dashboards
Control Your Time, Your Income and Your Life
Managing in a VUCA World
How Superachievers Do What They Do and How They Do It
So Well

Includes practical tips and business-examples
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gleaned from years of experience in sales with
Colgate, Upjohn, and Ayerst and from the
author's sales consulting business. This book
focuses on improving communication skills and
emphasizes that selling skills are a valuable
asset.
This book examines volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity (VUCA) and addresses
the need for broader knowledge and application
of new concepts and frameworks to deal with
unpredictable and rapid changing situations. The
premises of VUCA can shape all aspects of an
organization. To cover all areas, the book is
divided into six sections. Section 1 acts as an
introduction to VUCA and complexity. It reviews
ways to manage complexity, while providing
examples for tools and approaches that can be
applied. The main focus of Section 2 is on
leadership, strategy and planning. The chapters
in this section create new approaches to handle
VUCA environments pertaining to these areas
including using the Tetralemma logics, tools
from systemic structural constellation (SySt)
approach of psychotherapy and organizational
development, to provide new ideas for the
management of large strategic programs in
organizations. Section 3 considers how
marketing and sales are affected by VUCA, from
social media’s influence to customer value
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management. Operations and cost management
are highlighted in Section 4. This section covers
VUCA challenges within global supply chains
and decision-oriented controlling. In Section 5
organizational structure and process
management are showcased, while Section 6 is
dedicated to addressing the effects of VUCA in
IT, technology and data management. The VUCA
forces present businesses with the need to move
from linear modes of thought to problem solving
with synthetic and simultaneous thinking. This
book should help to provide some starting
points and ideas to deal with the next era. It
should not be understood as the end of the road,
but as the beginning of a journey exploring and
developing new concepts for a new way of
management.
You use PowerPoint at work to create strategic
plans, executive briefings, research reports and
other boardroom-style slides. But could your
slides be clearer, more convincing and built in
half the time? You bet! Learn a new method for
business managers who want to use PowerPoint
at work to drive strategy. The Mindworks
Presentation Method is based on 40 years of
research in brain science, instructional design
and information design and will help you to
eliminate time wasters and complete PowerPoint
decks three times faster, to enhance your
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credibility by creating visually pleasing slides
using simple graphic design rules, to make
complex slides easier to understand and avoid
"Death by PowerPoint" forever, to make
audiences more likely to agree with you by
applying the proven principles of master
persuaders.
Hands-On Mobile App Testing
Smart Calling
A Visual Catalog for Design and Deployment
Mastering Microsoft Power BI
The Art of Doing
Interview Questions and Answers

The First Complete Guide to Mobile App Testing and
Quality Assurance: Start-to-Finish Testing Solutions for
Both Android and iOS Today, mobile apps must meet
rigorous standards of reliability, usability, security, and
performance. However, many mobile developers have
limited testing experience, and mobile platforms raise
new challenges even for long-time testers. Now, HandsOn Mobile App Testing provides the solution: an end-toend blueprint for thoroughly testing any iOS or Android
mobile app. Reflecting his extensive real-life experience,
Daniel Knott offers practical guidance on everything
from mobile test planning to automation. He provides
expert insights on mobile-centric issues, such as testing
sensor inputs, battery usage, and hybrid apps, as well as
advice on coping with device and platform
fragmentation, and more. If you want top-quality apps as
much as your users do, this guide will help you deliver
them. You’ll find it invaluable–whether you’re part of a
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large development team or you are the team. Learn how
to Establish your optimal mobile test and launch
strategy Create tests that reflect your customers, data
networks, devices, and business models Choose and
implement the best Android and iOS testing tools
Automate testing while ensuring comprehensive
coverage Master both functional and nonfunctional
approaches to testing Address mobile’s rapid release
cycles Test on emulators, simulators, and actual devices
Test native, hybrid, and Web mobile apps Gain value
from crowd and cloud testing (and understand their
limitations) Test database access and local storage
Drive value from testing throughout your app lifecycle
Start testing wearables, connected homes/cars, and
Internet of Things devices
Speaker and consultant Tim Hurson presents 12
techniques that benefit both the seller and the client
Never Be Closing expands on the principles of Tim
Hurson's first book, Think Better, to teach salespeople
how to improve their strategy and sell anything to
anyone using a simple, repeatable framework. This isn't
a book full of mundane tactics for cold-calling or
techniques for closing a deal. This is a problem-solving
approach that is more beneficial for both the seller and
the client. Selling better isn't just a one time thing; it's a
way to become a more valuable long-term partner. With
their "Productive Selling Model," Hurson and Dunne
offer business people a set of 15 tools to pull apart their
current techniques, analyze them, and re-assemble them
in a dynamic way. The authors include practical advice
mixed with helpful anecdotes to build mutually
productive relationships between seller and client,
including: * The Rashomon Effect, which teaches
readers how to bridge the gap between different
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perspectives. * The Hitchcock Method, which offers
readers strategies on developing a script about
themselves, their company, and their products. * The
Sales Conversation, a three step structure to explore the
client's needs, establish credibility, and deliver value.
Tim Hurson is the founding partner of Manifest
Communications, one of North America's leading social
marketing agencies. He launched ThinkX Intellectual
Capital in 2004 and is the author of Think Better: An
Innovator's Guide to Productive Thinking. Tim Dunne is
a consulting partner with ThinkX, KnowInnovation, and
New & Improved, firms that offer leadership, innovation,
and sales training to companies worldwide.
In his first complete text on the ADKAR model, Jeff Hiatt
explains the origin of the model and explores what
drives each building block of ADKAR. Learn how to build
awareness, create desire, develop knowledge, foster
ability and reinforce changes in your organization. The
ADKAR Model is changing how we think about managing
the people side of change, and provides a powerful
foundation to help you succeed at change.After more
than 14 years of research with corporate change, the
ADKAR model has emerged as a holistic approach that
brings together the collection of change management
work into a simple, results oriented model. This model
ties together all aspects of change management
including readiness assessments, sponsorship,
communications, coaching, training and resistance
management. All of these activities are placed into a
framework that is oriented on the required phases for
realizing change with individuals and the
organization.The ADKAR perspective can help you
develop a new lens through which to observe and
influence change. You may be working for change in
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your public school system or in a small city council. You
may be sponsoring change in your department at work.
You may be observing large changes that are being
attempted at the highest levels of government or you
may be leading an enterprise-wide change initiative. The
perspective enabled by the ADKAR model allows you to
view change in a new way. You can begin to see the
barrier points and understand the levers that can move
your changes forward. ADKAR allows you to understand
why some changes succeed while others fail. Most
importantly, ADKAR can help your changes be a
success. Based on research with more than 900
companies from 59 countries, ADKAR is a simple and
holistic way to manage change.
Sandler Enterprise Selling: Winning, Growing, and
Retaining Major Accounts
Telephone Directory
How to Sell Better Without Screwing Your Clients, Your
Colleagues, or Yourself
Speaking PowerPoint
Engaging Virtual Meetings
Computerworld

Do you dream of ditching the day job, doing your own
thing and being your own boss? Are you ready to Boss
It? In this invigorating and highly practical book, serial
entrepreneur Carl Reader provides exactly the fire and
guidance you need to get started. Designed to cut
through the business jargon, this handy guide will take
you through everything you need to establish and run
your own business - from the mindset it takes to turn a
dream into a plan, to the need-to-know practical stuff for
running and growing a business. Featuring case studies,
templates and exercises to help you put what you read
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into action, and turn that dream into a reality, this
motivational book will enable you to be your own boss, to
take control of your income, your time and your life... and
Boss It.
Basic Selling SkillsBookboonSuccessful Prospecting in
SalesBookboonSmart CallingEliminate the Fear, Failure,
and Rejection From Cold CallingJohn Wiley &
SonsNegotiating SalesBookboonThe Definitive Guide to
DAXBusiness intelligence with Microsoft Excel, SQL
Server Analysis Services, and Power BIMicrosoft Press
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the
leading source of technology news and information for IT
influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning
Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly
publication, focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world's largest global IT
media network.
Taking Control of the Customer Conversation
High-Profit Prospecting
New Scientist
Fundamentals of Selling
The Challenger Sale
Dax Formulas for Powerpivot
The comprehensive 6-stage selling program from Sandler
Training-- "Top 20 Sales Training Company" by Selling
Power Magazine Competitively pursuing large, complex
accounts is perhaps the greatest challenge for selling teams.
To keep treasured clients and gain new ones, you need a
system to win business with profitable enterprise clients,
serve them effectively and grow the relationships over time.
You start with Sandler Enterprise Selling. The only enterprise
selling system based on the proprietary Sandler Selling
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System methodology created by David H. Sandler This
practical, step-by-step book is designed specifically for
selling teams committed to high achievement in the
enterprise environment. The program s powerful six stages
will guide you to: 1. Set a baseline for success for each
territory and account 2. Identify opportunities with the
highest probability of success 3. Engage with buyers to
qualify enterprise opportunities 4. Craft solutions that
directly address your client s needs 5. Propose your
solution and achieve advancement 6. Serve and satisfy your
client, earning the right to grow the business Each of the
stages represents a key piece of the puzzle in the proactive,
team-oriented Sandler Enterprise Selling (SES) process. With
the proven training techniques in this book, you ll be able
to use SES to win, grow and serve enterprise clients. You ll
learn how to master 13 selling tools integral to your SES
success̶like the KARE Account Planning Tool, Growth
Account Booster Tool, LinkedIn Levers Tool, and ClientCentric Satisfaction Tool. You ll discover practical solutions
to the vastly complex challenges in enterprise organizations extended sales cycles, wide buyer networks, or significant
investments in pursuits. Overcoming these unique challenges
presents great opportunities for selling teams. Sandler
Enterprise Selling provides the framework needed to succeed
in the enterprise arena, winning, growing and keeping major
accounts. Note: These are the same training principles that
are taught to tens of thousands of sales executives and
managers every year at more than 200 Sandler Training
companies around the world. If you want to stay competitive
in the enterprise selling arena, you need to train, study, and
read Sandler Enterprise Selling.
BUSINESS STRATEGY. "The 4 Disciplines of Execution "offers
the what but also how effective execution is achieved. They
share numerous examples of companies that have done just
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that, not once, but over and over again. This is a book that
every leader should read! (Clayton Christensen, Professor,
Harvard Business School, and author of "The Innovator s
Dilemma)." Do you remember the last major initiative you
watched die in your organization? Did it go down with a loud
crash? Or was it slowly and quietly suffocated by other
competing priorities? By the time it finally disappeared, it s
likely no one even noticed. What happened? The whirlwind
of urgent activity required to keep things running day-to-day
devoured all the time and energy you needed to invest in
executing your strategy for tomorrow. "The 4 Disciplines of
Execution" can change all that forever.
Search engines and social media have certainly changed how
prospecting pipelines for salespeople are built today, but the
vitality of the pipeline itself has not. Even today, the key to
success for every salesperson is his pipeline of prospects.
Top producers are still prospecting. All. The. Time.However,
buyers have evolved, therefore your prospecting needs to as
well. In High-Profit Prospecting, sales expert Mark Hunter
shatters costly prospecting myths and eliminates confusion
about what works today. Merging new strategies with proven
practices that unfortunately many have given up (much to
their demise), this must-have resource for salespeople in
every industry will help you:• Find better leads and qualify
them quickly• Trade cold calling for informed calling•
Tailor your timing and message• Leave a great voicemail
and craft a compelling email• Use social media effectively•
Leverage referrals• Get past gatekeepers and open new
doors• And moreFor the salesperson, prospecting is still
king. Take back control of your pipeline for success!
How to Sell in a World that Never Stops Changing
Boss It
Eliminate the Fear, Failure, and Rejection From Cold Calling
An Insight to Drive
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Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel
The 4 Disciplines of Execution

In this smart, practical, and research-based
guide, Harvard Business School professor
Frank Cespedes offers essential sales
strategies for a world that never stops
changing. The rise of e-commerce. Big data.
AI. Given these trends (and many others),
there's no doubt that sales is changing. But
much of the current conventional wisdom is
misleading and not supported by empirical
data. If you as a manager fail to separate fact
from hype, you will make decisions based on
faulty assumptions and, in a competitive
market, eventually fall behind those with a
keener grasp of the current selling
environment. In this no-nonsense book, sales
expert and Harvard Business School
professor Frank Cespedes provides sales
managers and executives with the tools they
need to separate the signal from the noise.
These include how to: Hire and deploy the
right talent Pay and incentivize your sales
force Improve ROI from your training
programs Create a comprehensive sales
model Set and test the right prices Build and
manage a multichannel approach Brimming
with fascinating examples, insightful
research, and helpful diagnostics, Sales
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Management That Works will help sales
managers build a great sales team, create an
optimal strategy, and steer clear of hype and
fads. Salespeople will be better equipped to
respond to changes, executives will be able
to track and accelerate ROI, and readers will
understand why improving selling is a social
as well as an economic responsibility of
business.
Build a cohesive and high-performing virtual
team with this fantastic resource full of
actionable advice and practical tips Engaging
Virtual Meetings: Openers, Games, and
Activities for Communication, Morale, and
Trust offers concrete strategies and practical
tips for bringing teams together across the
digital divide. While many struggle to build
teams in a virtual environment, accomplished
author John Chen has found ways to create
team cohesion, promote engagement, and
increase virtual participation. In Engaging
Virtual Meetings, he shares these methods
with you, and also: Describes virtual tools for
promoting effective teamwork, like the
Participant Map Teaches you to optimize your
teleconference setup for ideal audio and
video Illustrates ways to apply these methods
in any virtual environment, including Zoom,
Microsoft Teams, and more Explores how to
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debrief your participants to improve your
methods over time Perfect for anyone
working in or with the increasingly prevalent
virtual environment, Engaging Virtual
Meetings is a great addition to the
bookshelves of anyone interested in how to
create and build engagement in team
settings of all kinds.
PRAISE FOR NEXT LEVEL SALES COACHING
"Steve Johnson and Matthew Hawk have
created the most comprehensive, actionable,
step-by-step guide for successful sales
management I've seen in 25 years as a
corporate training and development
professional. Creating sales teams that stay,
sell, and succeed is a lesson in successful
sales leadership that is packed with case
studies, scripts, planning tools, and
resources that will be invaluable resources to
sales managers both new and experienced."
—Corey Rewis, Learning & Development
Executive, Fortune Top 100 Most Profitable
Company, Fortune 100 Best Place to Work®
Company "Management is dead. Ask any
professional or salesperson if they want to be
managed, and they'll tell you, 'I'm good.'
Professionals want to grow and develop.
They want someone to work with them on an
individual basis to help them identify their
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gaps and build a plan to sharpen skills and
close those gaps. That's what Steve Johnson
is an expert at and what this book will help
managers do at a high level. Managers can
use this book to evolve their skills and
migrate from being managers to becoming
coaches. The 'coaching gap' is the biggest
opportunity for businesses today. If
managers have not yet developed coaching
skills, this book will have an enormous return
for those that buy it, read it, and put it to
use. Our team can attest to this from
firsthand experience." —David Patchen,
Senior Vice President, Education and Practice
Management, Raymond James Private Client
Group "I loved this book as it covered all the
sales processes and coaching strategies that
helped us drive strong, double-digit growth
over the last ten years. A must-read for sales
leaders!" —Tom Chelew, Senior Vice
President, Enterprise Fleet Management,
Enterprise Rent-A-Car "Having implemented
the sales coaching techniques described in
Next Level Sales Coaching over the last
decade and a half at several different
companies, I've consistently seen immediate
and sustained improvement on key
performance metrics in both customer
satisfaction and overall conversions. The
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'secret sauce' is in the defined coaching
processes." —Michael Hatt, Principle Program
Manager, Go Learning Development Team,
Amazon "Next Level Sales Coaching provides
comprehensive guidance for developing and
executing core sales management activities
that drive predictable and profitable sales.
This is a must-read and an excellent
reference for those who lead—or aspire to
lead—sales teams." —Dario F. Priolo, Former
Executive Vice President, Miller Heiman
Group
A Guide for Mobile Testers and Anyone
Involved in the Mobile App Business
Finance for non-financial managers
The Excel Pro's Guide to Mastering Dax
Presenting an Effective Message
Basic Selling Skills
Openers, Games, and Activities for
Communication, Morale, and Trust
What's the secret to sales success? If
you're like most business leaders,
you'd say it's fundamentally about
relationships-and you'd be wrong. The
best salespeople don't just build
relationships with customers. They
challenge them. The need to understand
what top-performing reps are doing that
their average performing colleagues are
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not drove Matthew Dixon, Brent Adamson,
and their colleagues at Corporate
Executive Board to investigate the
skills, behaviors, knowledge, and
attitudes that matter most for high
performance. And what they discovered
may be the biggest shock to
conventional sales wisdom in decades.
Based on an exhaustive study of
thousands of sales reps across multiple
industries and geographies, The
Challenger Sale argues that classic
relationship building is a losing
approach, especially when it comes to
selling complex, large-scale businessto-business solutions. The authors'
study found that every sales rep in the
world falls into one of five distinct
profiles, and while all of these types
of reps can deliver average sales
performance, only one-the Challengerdelivers consistently high performance.
Instead of bludgeoning customers with
endless facts and features about their
company and products, Challengers
approach customers with unique insights
about how they can save or make money.
They tailor their sales message to the
customer's specific needs and
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objectives. Rather than acquiescing to
the customer's every demand or
objection, they are assertive, pushing
back when necessary and taking control
of the sale. The things that make
Challengers unique are replicable and
teachable to the average sales rep.
Once you understand how to identify the
Challengers in your organization, you
can model their approach and embed it
throughout your sales force. The
authors explain how almost any averageperforming rep, once equipped with the
right tools, can successfully reframe
customers' expectations and deliver a
distinctive purchase experience that
drives higher levels of customer
loyalty and, ultimately, greater
growth.
Microsoft PowerPivot is a free add-on
to Excel from Microsoft that allows
users to produce new kinds of reports
and analyses that were simply
impossible before, and this book is the
first to tackle DAX formulas, the core
capability of PowerPivot, from the
perspective of the Excel audience.
Written by the world's foremost
PowerPivot blogger and practitioner,
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the book's concepts and approach are
introduced in a simple, step-by-step
manner tailored to the learning style
of Excel users everywhere. The
techniques presented allow users to
produce, in hours or even minutes,
results that formerly would have taken
entire teams weeks or months to
produce. It includes lessons on the
difference between calculated columns
and measures; how formulas can be
reused across reports of completely
different shapes; how to merge
disjointed sets of data into unified
reports; how to make certain columns in
a pivot behave as if the pivot were
filtered while other columns do not;
and how to create time-intelligent
calculations in pivot tables such as
“Year over Year” and “Moving Averages”
whether they use a standard, fiscal, or
a complete custom calendar. The
“pattern-like” techniques and best
practices contained in this book have
been developed and refined over two
years of onsite training with Excel
users around the world, and the key
lessons from those seminars costing
thousands of dollars per day are now
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available to within the pages of this
easy-to-follow guide. This updated
second edition covers new features
introduced with Office 2015.
Design, create and manage robust Power
BI solutions to gain meaningful
business insights Key Features Master
all the dashboarding and reporting
features of Microsoft Power BI Combine
data from multiple sources, create
stunning visualizations and publish
your reports across multiple platforms
A comprehensive guide with real-world
use cases and examples demonstrating
how you can get the best out of
Microsoft Power BI Book Description
This book is intended for business
intelligence professionals responsible
for the design and development of Power
BI content as well as managers,
architects and administrators who
oversee Power BI projects and
deployments. The chapters flow from the
planning of a Power BI project through
the development and distribution of
content to the administration of Power
BI for an organization. BI developers
will learn how to create sustainable
and impactful Power BI datasets,
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reports, and dashboards. This includes
connecting to data sources, shaping and
enhancing source data, and developing
an analytical data model. Additionally,
top report and dashboard design
practices are described using features
such as Bookmarks and the Power KPI
visual. BI managers will learn how
Power BI’s tools work together such as
with the On-premises data gateway and
how content can be staged and securely
distributed via Apps. Additionally,
both the Power BI Report Server and
Power BI Premium are reviewed. By the
end of this book, you will be confident
in creating effective charts, tables,
reports or dashboards for any kind of
data using the tools and techniques in
Microsoft PowerBI. What you will learn
Build efficient data retrieval and
transformation processes with the Power
Query M Language Design scalable, userfriendly DirectQuery and Import Data
Models Develop visually rich,
immersive, and interactive reports and
dashboards Maintain version control and
stage deployments across development,
test, and production environments
Manage and monitor the Power BI Service
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and the On-premises data gateway
Develop a fully on-premise solution
with the Power BI Report Server Scale
up a Power BI solution via Power BI
Premium capacity and migration to Azure
Analysis Services or SQL Server
Analysis Services Who this book is for
Business Intelligence professionals and
existing Power BI users looking to
master Power BI for all their data
visualization and dashboarding needs
will find this book to be useful. While
understanding of the basic BI concepts
is required, some exposure to Microsoft
Power BI will be helpful.
Negotiating Sales
Achieving Your Wildly Important Goals
Leadership Skills
Expert techniques for effective data
analytics and business intelligence
Building Embedded Linux Systems
Never Be Closing
Focusing on designing the right dashboards for use
in an organization, this timely, full color book reveals
how to successfully deploy dashboards by building
the optimal software architecture and dashboard
design. In addition, it describes the value of this
popular technology to a business and how it can have
a significant impact on performance improvement. A
unique collection of more than 120 dashboard images
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are organized by category. One of the chapters
provides a step-by-step description of the key
performance indicator (KPIs) design process. One of
the appendices contains more than 1,000 examples of
KPIs to help design the content of dashboards. The
book also describes all the steps in a dashboard
implementation and offers related advice. Nils
Rasmussen (West Hollywood, CA) is cofounder and
Principal of Solver, Inc. Claire Y. Chen (Long Beach,
CA) is a Senior Business Intelligence Architect at
Solver, Inc. Manish Bansal (Irvine, CA) is Vice
President of Sales at Solver, Inc.
Cold calling is one of the most awkward -- and
unsuccessful -- ways to obtain clients in business.
Now Joanne S. Black shares her proven 5-step
Referral Selling system, so no businessperson ever
has to make a cold call again. In this unique and
practical guide, Black offers a tutorial on how to
differentiate your business from your competitors,
make favorable impressions on current clients so
they'll refer their acquaintances, and set a "hook"
that will leave them wanting more. NO MORE COLD
CALLING provides selling scripts, presentation
techniques, troubleshooting advice, and a host of
helpful insights to increase any sales force's
productivity.
How does anyone get to the top of their field? We all
know it takes hard work, dedication, and the
occasional dose of luck, but what separates a
wannabe from a winner? The Art of Doing brings
together an incredible cross-section of individuals
who are the at the top of their respective fields, from
actor Alec Baldwin to New York Times crossword
puzzle editor Will Shortz, to and asks them each one
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question: how do you succeed at what you do? The
advice that they share is illuminating, and
occasionally surprising, providing their top ten
strategies on how to achieve greatness in a variety of
ways. From the practical ("How to Open a Restaurant
and Stay in Business," by restaurateur David Chang)
to the zany ("How to Live Life on the High Wire," by
infamous World Trade Center tightrope walker
Philippe Petit), each interview is a testament to the
knowledge and experiences that these risk-taking,
barrier-breaking individuals have used to achieve
their own success. With its diverse perspectives and
variety of opinions about how to be the best in any
field, this book will shape readers' views of success
and inspire them to carve out their own niche.
Successful Prospecting in Sales
Next Level Sales Coaching
The New Language of Business
Business intelligence with Microsoft Excel, SQL
Server Analysis Services, and Power BI
The Definitive Guide to DAX
The Breakthrough System That Will Leave Your
Competition in the Dust

A report of the Nuffield Council on
Bioethics working party investigating
the ethical issues of research
involving animals.
The Web has changed the game for your
customers— and, therefore, for you.
Now, CustomerCentric Selling, already
recognized as one of the premier
methodologies for managing the buyerPage 26/28
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seller relationship, helps you level
the playing field so you can reach
clients when they are ready to buy and
create a superior customer experience.
Your business and its people need to be
“CustomerCentric”—willing and able to
identify and serve customers’ needs in
a world where competition waits just a
mouse-click away. Traditional wisdom
has long held that selling means
convincing and persuading buyers. But
today’s buyers no longer want or need
to be sold in traditional ways.
CustomerCentric Selling gives you
mastery of the crucial eight aspects of
communicating with today’s clients to
achieve optimal results: Having
conversations instead of making
presentations Asking relevant questions
instead of offering opinions Focusing
on solutions and not only relationships
Targeting businesspeople instead of
gravitating toward users Relating
product usage instead of relying on
features Competing to win—not just to
stay busy Closing on the buyer’s
timeline (instead of yours) Empowering
buyers instead of trying to “sell” them
What’s more, CustomerCentric Selling
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teaches and reinforces key tactics that
will make the most of your
organization’s resources. Perhaps you
feel you don’t have the smartest
internal systems in place to ensure an
ideal workflow. (Perhaps, as is all too
common, you lack identifiable systems
almost entirely.) From the basics—and
beyond—of strategic budgeting and
negotiation to assessing and developing
the skills of your sales force, you’ll
learn how to make sure that each step
your business takes is the right one.
Sales Management That Works
Customers for Life Through Service
CustomerCentric Selling, Second Edition
Modern Photography
How to Build a Sales Team That Stays,
Sells, and Succeeds
Steel in the Field
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